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“Social media is hugely important to us 
and our participants - a shared journey 
is created.  This shared experience helps 

inform our race planning and social 
media calendar.  We have worked to 

improve our outbound communications of 
need to know information and to list to the 

insights, stories and issues of everyone.” 

-Mary Kearl,  New York Road Runners, Social Media 
Manager, Brand Marketing and Communications

Your event takes all your love and energy to make it a success year after year. 
Between organizing volunteers, registration, timing, t-shirts, and medals, you may 
wonder when you’ll ever find time to navigate the world of social media. You are 
not alone. We’ve put together this handy two-part guide to help get social media 
working for you.

Don’t worry, we are not recommending that you have an active presence on every 
social network out there. (We would, however, recommend you secure your user 
name on as many of them as possible so nobody else takes them, and you can grow 
into them when and if you’re ready). Think about the strengths of each network 
and how you would benefit from marketing your event there. What are your goals? 
Finish this easy statement, “We choose to be on Instagram to…” Fill in the reason 
you think each might help support your marketing efforts and then decide where to 
focus your time and energy. Don’t try to do it all.

Here are the key pieces of the social media-success puzzle you’ll be 
able to navigate by using our guide:

• Determine which network(s) to focus time and energy on
• Find your audience and fans, and grow registration
• Connect with your advocates
• Build a platform to communicate special offers for participants
• Promote your events year round
• Gain more exposure for your event
• Measure participants’ satisfaction and gain valuable insights
• Offer current and future sponsors a better value by having access to your 

network’s followers and fans

Your participants are online logging their miles, sharing their running pics, and 
talking about their favorite races. Connecting and growing a real relationship with 
them over social media will get more athletes to your starting line. 

The best part about it is that every bit helps.  So if you only have 20 
minutes a week to dedicate to social media, choose one thing to tackle 
and do it well.  If you want more exposure, bite off more on your own, or solicit 
help from the pros. You’ll be happy you did.
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GETTING STARTED
You’re sold on the importance of social media.  Now what? Let’s start with an overview of some of the social media channels you 
can choose from to promote your event and engage with your market. We are going to provide pretty basic information in this 
section, so feel free to jump to the network that you are most interested in learning about if you’re strapped for time. We will 
cover the following networks:

FACEBOOK TWITTER YOUTUBE INSTAGRAM

PINTEREST LINKEDIN GOOGLE

Use this page to keep track of your network passwords!
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A managed Facebook page is a must-have for any event. “Pages are for businesses, brands and 
organizations to share their stories and connect with people. Like profiles, you can customize Pages by 
posting stories, hosting events, adding apps and more. People who like your Page and their friends can 
get updates in their News Feed.” - Facebook

55% of Facebook users in 2014 were 
between the ages of 25-54.

WHO’S ON FACEBOOK?

Share things they like in the form of 
pictures, videos, and text updates.

WHAT DO PEOPLE DO ON FACEBOOK? 

Be brief but be relevant and 
useful. Post fun pictures of people 
participating in your event, stories, 
t-shirt or medal design options/
surveys, promo codes, training advice. 
Anything that will add value to your 
followers and encourage them to share 
with others. Sharing is caring...and is 
more exposure for your race.

Resources: https://www.facebook.com/business

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO?
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Facebook is the big man on campus. It is the world’s largest 
social network, with over 1 billion users. The masses are using 
it to share things they like in the form of photos, videos, and text 
updates. Users create personal profiles and connect with friends, 
acquaintances, people that share similar interests, company 
pages, and content pages. 55% of Facebook users in 2014 were 

between the ages of 25-54, according to Facebook Social Ads Platform. Critics have 
been talking about the end of Facebook and the migration of the youth to other 
networks for a long time, but somehow Facebook still remains the dominant player. 

One downside to Facebook Pages is that Facebook tinkers with 
algorithms (complex mathematical formulas that try to understand 
your likes and needs based on your habits) that affect how often 
your posts show up in individual fans’ News Feeds. Therefore, 
getting the exposure you want (especially initially) can sometimes 
be challenging. In the advanced Race Directors Guide to Social 

Media, we will discuss ways to promote your posts for greater reach.

&

don’t necessarily care about the other races that may be hosted 
by the same event company; they want specific information 
tailored to that particular race experience. If you are a local 
club or LRS retailer that puts on multiple smaller races, having 
one page for all events works. This will be easier for you to grow 
your audience since runners will Like the page for one event and 
then be open to promotions for other local events. Spend some 
time thinking about how your audience will want to get their 
information about your race and then choose between one Page or 
multiple Pages.

Log in to Facebook, click on the downward-facing arrow on the top right 
of your navigation bar, and select “Create Page.” If you have multiple 
events, you can create a page for each event or you can create one page 
and promote the different events from that page.

There are advantages to both tactics. Pages for specific events will be 
focused, providing content about that race without the white noise of 
other race promotion. This is a good call for big races and destination 
races. Think about the majors: Bank of America Chicago Marathon, TCS 
New York City Marathon, Virgin Money London Marathon, etc. People 

GETTING STARTED WITH FACEBOOK

1

2

CREATE YOUR PAGE

BRAND YOUR PAGE
Now that you have your Page, you are going to want to brand 
it. Having the Page look professional adds to the audience’s 
confidence that your event is quality and worth the registration fee. 
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Create custom images for your profile picture and your banner if you 
can. Here is a useful image size guide for setting up your page.

When creating your bio, remember to add the event date, race start 
time, packet pick up instructions, the official website, and any other 
information that runners may need. Make it easy for them to get the 
basic information about the event.

3 GROW YOUR REACH
There are lots of ways to grow your follower base on Facebook.  
We’ll talk about ways to do this in our advanced tactics 
guidebook, but the basics are quite simple:

• Invite friends to Like your page
• Email your lists and have them Like your page
• Add a link to your website, blog, in emails, in your email 

signature, and anywhere else you’re connecting with your 
community

4 START A CONVERSATION
Don’t be afraid to start posting. And don’t be offended if people don’t 
interact with everything you post. It’s all about trial and error. Post 
different types of content and see how people react. Try following 
other races to see what types of posts people respond to. It won’t take 
long for you to see what does and doesn’t work. Just make sure you 
stay in the conversation once you start it. And try to post at least once 
or twice a week to keep the momentum going.

Types of content to try on Facebook:
• Photos rule. “Not only do photo posts get more engagement than 

links, videos or text-based updates, they actually account for 
93% of the most engaging posts on Facebook. According to 
Kissmetrics, photos get 53% more likes, 104% more 
comments and 84% more click-throughs on links than 
text-based posts. And as we’ve mentioned before, self-
explanatory photos seem to perform best.” -Fast Company

• Stories and videos about your employees, volunteers, athletes, 
and your event (post things that YOU would share with your 
friends). 

• Training and nutrition tips.
• Feedback requests for things like t-shirt design, medals, finish 

line snacks, and more. This will help make your athletes feel like 
they are part of the planning AND give you the added benefit of 
receiving direct feedback from your customers.

• Share other peoples’ stories, inspirational quotes, and pictures. 
People love to feel special--it’s their own 15 minutes of fame.

DOING IT RIGHT
TCS New York City Marathon
Pepsico TransRockies Run

• Additional ways to grow your Page 
following

• How to interpret your Page insights
• Promoted posts

• Facebook Ads
• Contests
• Resources

Topics covered in Race Directors Guide to Social Media 2.0
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Twitter is like a micro-blog.  What does that mean? Basically it comes down to a simple concept; You can 
create short updates in 140 characters or fewer. 

Unlike Facebook, which won’t show all of your posts to everyone who follows you, every Tweet you share 
will show up in your followers’ feeds. Twitter lets you share links, photos, and Vines, along with basic text. Twitter is a public 
platform (also different from Facebook), so people who don’t follow you can still see your posts through a variety of ways. 
Conversations are not private unless you Direct Message (DM) a user. You can only DM a user that follows you, so if you expect a 
response you should be following them as well. 

It takes a little time to figure out some of the Twitter lingo, but once you figure out how to post a Tweet, retweet, mention, and 
use hashtags, you will find it is not a daunting network to use at all, and it can build a strong community around your brand.

WHO’S ON TWITTER? There are over 255 million active users on Twitter. And 
those users post an average of 500 million Tweets every day. (Twitter)

WHAT DO PEOPLE DO ON TWITTER? Share updates and discuss...well,anything... 
in the form of pictures, videos, and text. This is like watching the stock market 
ticker. Updates are limited in length (140 characters) and happen so quickly that 

there’s less of a commitment to throw something out there.  

WHAT SHOULD I DO HERE? Pictures still rule, and a lot of what you post on Facebook is relevant here as 
well. Try Sharing more details: parking tips, training ideas, unique info about your course, what you’re 
working on during any given week, inspirational quotes. Open your doors and let people share in your 
planning. You’ll build your online community, and ultimately your participant numbers. Get strategic 
in following local influencers and interact with others in your local community via Twitter to gain more 
exposure for your event.

Resources: https://business.twitter.com/

TWITTER
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PRO:
100% of what you post shows 
up in your followers’ Twitter feed. 
Twitter users are active; they will 
retweet, favorite, and mention 
your brand. Unlike Facebook, the 
conversation seems less permanent 
so the barrier to engage a stranger 
is lower. Hashtags and mentions 
make it easy to monitor your 
campaign. Twitter creates diverse 
communities with similar interests 
better than many other social 
networks.

CON:
Twitter feeds move fast and your 
message can be missed depending 
on when your follower is on Twitter. 
You must be active in interacting 
with your followers. If you are 
unresponsive, it can damage your 
brand.

GETTING STARTED
Create your profile
Log onto Twitter and create an account. Rock N Roll Marathon @rocknrollmarathon has one account that 
promotes all their events. We recommend the same for you. With Twitter’s tools like hashtagging, it is easy to 
promote specific events from one account.

Brand your page
On your profile page, locate the “Edit Profile” button. Once you click the button you will see you have an option 
to upload a banner image and profile image. The profile image is the most important image on Twitter, because 
it becomes your identity in the news feed. You can also set a background color if you would like. Design best 
practices will dictate that you keep a consistent look across your website and your social media channels. Here’s 
more help for branding your profile. Check out this image sizing guide as well.

Grow your reach
Twitter is all about growing your following. The easiest way is to be proactive and follow people and brands 
(many will follow you back). Here are some ways to to do that:
• Follow people and brands you like
• Search running-related hashtags like the ones below and follow the users in your targeted geographical 

areas:

1

2

3

#runchat   #running   #runhappy   #nikeplus   #instarunners   #NYCM

• Find races in your area, follow them and their followers
• Use mentions and retweets to get attention. Users get notified when you mention them or retweet their 

content.
• Invite friends to follow your event
• Email your lists and request they follow you on Twitter
• Add a link to your website, blog, in emails, in your email signature, and anywhere else you’re connecting 

with your community
• Create content that is valuable to your followers
• Reply to people’s posts. Start up conversations with people you are interested in doing business with to get 

yourself noticed.

“Go ahead and post. You can post more frequently 
on Twitter than on Facebook, because of the way the 

feed works!”
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4 Start a conversation
Similar to Facebook, dive in and start sharing. In the beginning, you may only hear crickets. You can post more frequently on Twitter than on Facebook. Remember 
the feed is more like a ticker. Don’t be afraid to re-post something a few times throughout the week. Try different times of the day to see if that changes interactions 
with your post.  Be sure to keep a consistent tone in your tweets (and across your other networks, for that matter).

Types of content to try on Twitter:

• Photos rule on Twitter, too. Tweets with photos get 2x the engagement of those without (BufferSocial).
• Updates, announcements, links to videos about the event, training ideas, packet pick-up, volunteer info, athlete 

stories (post things that YOU would share with your friends or that you’d want to hear from a race organizer). 
• Feedback requests for things like t-shirt design, medals, finish line snacks, and more. This will help make your 

athletes feel like they are part of the planning AND give you the added benefit of receiving direct feedback from 
your customers. 

• Retweet other people’s posts, inspirational quotes, and pictures. Mention people; they love getting the exposure 
and followers from the association with your brand.

• Try tweeting the same content phrased in different ways at different times of the day throughout a given week.
• Use 1-3 relevant hashtags to make your content easy to find.

CONTINUING Ed.

Topics covered in Race Directors Guide to Social Media 2.0 
• Additional ways to grow your Twitter following
• Measuring your Twitter success
• Promoted Tweets
• Contests
• Resources
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you’d like to appear in the “featured” spot. Next, 
decide if you want to allow comments or not. We’d 
suggest adding them; moderated or unmoderated 
is up to you. Don’t forget that, much like Google+, 
YouTube is going to show up in Google search 
results. Make sure your channel description includes 
keywords your target audience will be searching for. 

One of the greatest things about YouTube is your 
channel doesn’t have to be filled with original 
content. Find existing videos, using relevant 
keywords, and you can create a playlist to share with 
your audience. 

YouTube
By now you have probably been on YouTube hundreds, 
if not thousands, of times. Your event is full of 
opportunities to create video content which your team 
can host on your own YouTube channel. The content you 
create and host on YouTube can be shared on your other 
networks, creating more opportunities for engagement 
across all your social media channels. These days, if you 
have a phone you can make a video. But some races are 
taking it to the next level with drones and GoPros, and 
creating exciting new experiences for viewers. 

YouTube is an essential platform for everyone, 
particularly the running industry. Over 6 billion hours 
of video are watched each month on YouTube — that’s 
almost an hour for every person on Earth! If you’re not 
part of it, you’re missing out on huge potential. 

When you sign up for YouTube, you get a channel – that’s 
just how it works. Once you’ve logged in, you can set up 
your theme, colors, layout, description, and which video 
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Who’s on YouTube?
According to Neilson, more than 1 billion unique users visit YouTube each month. So, pretty much everyone has 
been on YouTube at least once.  

What do people do on YouTube?
Well, watch videos, of course. People want to be entertained, but they have short attention spans.
  
What should I do here?
Share videos about your event – setting it up, taking it down, etc. (try some of the tools in iMovie to speed things 
up in a Monty Python sort of way). Share other peoples’ videos (or your own) on training tips and nutrition ideas. 
Put yourself in your participants’ shoes. What would they want to see and think is worthy of sharing? Be sure to 
add calls to action to get people to your site and registered for your race. Just don’t over-promote.

Use YouTube as your platform to host your videos, but share the videos across your website, emails, and other 
social networks. That will help grow your following on YouTube the fastest.  

Resources: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/GoogleBusiness
http://sproutsocial.com/insights/how-to-create-
youtube-account/ 
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TYPES OF CONTENT TO TRY ON YOUTUBE: 
• Videos, obviously! Less than a minute long if possible.
• Playlists (see above)
• People at your event
• People talking about your event/testimonials
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GETTING STARTED

&

PRO:
Creating video content and developing a 
channel can really give your event a face. 
YouTube videos are easily shared across 
many social media networks, providing 
rich content for your marketing.

CON:
Creating videos can be time consuming. If 
you hire someone to create them it can be 
expensive.

1

2

4

5

3

Create a channel
This is where, once again, you will need a Google account. If you made a 
Google+ page, you can create a channel from that account. Otherwise, once 
you create a YouTube channel, a Google+ account will automatically be 
created for it. (Yeah, not ideal for everyone).  Here is some useful information 
on creating your channel/account/Google+ account.

Make sure to fill your channel description with keywords your target market 
would be searching for, while still being clear what the channel will offer.

Post videos
Be patient. It takes time to grow your audience. Posting the videos out to 
your other social media channels will help you grow faster. Remember, you’re 
not making ads. You’re making content. Videos don’t need to be perfect! 
Sometimes the most home-grown videos are the ones that get the best 
responses.  Worry about relevancy more than perfect cinematography. And 
make sure to add keywords to your title, description and tags if you can to 
make it easy for people to find your video.  See more info here on this subject.  
Also, make sure you enable embedding to allow other people to share your 
videos on their websites.

Subscribe to other channels
Seeing what is out there and done well will help you make better 
videos. Subscribe to the channels of other races like yours and 
see what works well for them in terms of engagement from their 
audience.

Include calls to action in your videos
It is okay to ask viewers to subscribe to your channel, visit your 
website for more information, or share this video. Don’t be afraid 
to talk about your website and how to register for your event. Here’s 
more information on how to put visual calls to action on your 
videos.

Create playlists
Be your own station manager and create a playlist of videos that 
fit what your event is about. Solicit videos from participants, 
have volunteers take videos at your race, take videos of your team 
setting up/breaking down your event...whatever tells the story 
of your event. Try creating other playlists covering topics youer 
participants might be interested in, like training tips/exerciss, 
healthy cooking ideas, or maybe even something related to your 
sponsors. The sky’s the limit.
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Who’s on Instagram?
Over 90% of the 150 million people on Instagram are under the age of 
35.  (Business Insider). 68% of users are female, according to Appdata.

What do people do on Instagram?
Share pictures of what’s going on now in their life. This is a pretty 
laid-back community that likes a little goofiness and fun.  Events share 
pictures of their followers and participants. It’s all about sharing, 
favoriting pictures, and commenting on what you see. 

What should I do here?
Share pictures, pictures, pictures. Have fun! There’s lots of room for 
creativity with Instagram filters. Tell the story of your event through 

pictures -- from piles of paperwork, to cones that mark your course, to volunteers in action, and beyond. Get behind the 
scenes. Heck, post some pictures of yourself (You might be surprised at the response). Use Instagram to build a community. 
Use hashtags related to your event to get found. 

INSTAGRAM
Instagram is a mobile-based photo and 
video-sharing social network. Users take the 
photos and videos from their phone and apply 
Instagram’s artistic filters and share them 
on a variety of social networking platforms, 
like Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. All the 
pictures on Instagram are square, creating  
a nice consistent feel to the feed as you 
scroll through the images on your phone. The 
maximum length of an Instagram video is 
15 seconds. Like Twitter, hashtags play an 
important role on Instagram, allowing users 
to sort and search for photos based on their 
likes.

For a good example of Instagram feeds, check 
out TCS New York City Marathon and Rock’n 
Roll Marathon

&

PRO:
This is the tool that enables you to create 
a visually dynamic representation of your 
event. Like Twitter, if you post an image and 
you have a follower, the image will appear 
in their feed. Instagram is an easy way to 
create appealing images to show off your 
course, volunteers, race swag, and runners. 
Instagram can post to your other networks 
too, creating a one-stop place to create 
content for multiple networks.

CON:
Instagram does not support links in photo 
descriptions. That means you won’t be 
able to take a picture of your finishers 
medal and link it to registration. (There 
ARE workarounds we will discuss in Race 
Directors Guide to Social Media 2.0).  When 
you post to Twitter, the image does not show 
up in the Twitter post. Only a link back to the 
Instagram image will appear. If your goal is 
to get more Instagram followers then that’s 
ok, but as we discussed above, Twitter posts 
with an image get 2x the engagement.

• Behind-the-scenes photos of race planning
• Images of yourself in action!
• Promotions with a call to action to go to your site
• Post beautiful, funny, different pictures. Get creative 

and think outside the box here. You can have a lot of fun 
with the filters and editing tools on Instagram.

TYPES OF CONTENT TO 
TRY ON INSTAGRAM:

Resources: https://business.instagram.com/
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GETTING STARTED
Create an account
Create your account on your mobile device. Add your profile picture and start 
posting snapshots. It really is that simple.

Grow your reach
1. Instagram followers want quality images and videos:
2. Follow people and brands you like
3. Search running-related hashtags like the ones below and follow the users 

(unfortunately, you typically won’t be able to tell where they are from like you 
can on Twitter): 

• #runchat
• #running
• #runhappy
• #nikeplus
• #instarunners
• #NYCM

4. Find races in your area, follow them and their followers
5. Find local news outlets and follow their followers
6. Invite friends to follow your feed
7. Email your lists and have them follow your feed
8. Add a link to your website, blog, in emails, in your email signature, and 

anywhere else you’re connecting with your community

1

2

Topics covered in Race Directors Guide to Social Media 2.0 
• Additional ways to grow your Instagram following
• Sponsored photos and videos
• How to promote a link
• Contests
• Resources

CONTINUING Ed.

PINTEREST
Pinterest is a visual idea-sharing and discovery platform. 
Wait what? Users can “pin” images from all over the web 

onto boards. Pinning is like digital scrapbooking. Users find 
existing images on the web and “pin” the image onto boards 
that organize their pins into categories. For example, say you 

love running shoes (who doesn’t right?). You can create a 
board for running shoes. Then as you surf the web and see an 
image of a running shoe, hit the “pin it” button and choose 

which one of your boards you would like to add the image too. 
Pretty simple stuff. That covers the sharing part. So where 

does the discovery come in?

Most boards are public, so you can browse categories 
on Pinterest and find images that you like. You can also 

“re-pin” other people’s finds onto your board. Users often 
browse categories to get ideas for everything from wedding 

decorations to DIY fashion. 

Competitor Running’s Rock n’ Roll marathon series 
uses Pinterest to create visual stories about their 
races and inspirational running lifestyle images.
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TOP BOARD 
CATEGORIES ON 

PINTEREST
1.  Home
2.  Arts & Crafts
3.  Style & Fashion
4.  Food
5.  Inspiration/Education
6.  Holidays/Seasonal
7.  Humor
8.  Products
9.  Travel
10. Kids

Who’s on Pinterest? Ladies love Pinterest. 80% of users are female and 92% of 
pins are added by women, according to RJMetrics. The most predominant age group 
is 18-34.

What do people do on Pinterest? They use it as a virtual scrapbook.  
Remember when you used to fold down the tabs of a magazine when you saw 
something you liked and wanted to go back to? It’s like virtually pulling out those 
magazine pages and putting them all in one place online.

What should I do here? This is a place to add value to your target market’s 
lifestyle.  What you pin here may not be directly related to your race. Think recipes for runners, favorite 
workout clothes, proper stretching techniques, and even things to do in the town your event will take 
place in (good coffee spots, restaurants, tourist stops, etc). You’ll gain exposure when people find your 
content and re-pin it on their own Pinterest boards. 

You can pin ideas for your race here, too, to get feedback from people. Just remember, the focus is 
almost exclusively on women at this point in time. 

Resources: https://business.pinterest.com/en

PRO: One benefit of Pinterest is SEO. If images are pinned from your website, 
it is an external link back to your site. Pinning images onto your boards creates 
breadcrumbs back to your website. Pinterest can be a content-rich resource to get 
ideas for your event. If you are looking for a network that appeals to women, you 
have found it. Sponsors that are looking for female consumers will appreciate the 
exposure and links to products. When planning your event, Pinterest is a good tool 
to collect a variety of ideas and elements in one place.

CON: This is not a diverse network. If your race is co-ed, Pinterest is probably not 
the place to drive male advocates. Copyright infringement and image piracy are a 
constant issue on Pinterest. If this is a concern of yours, think twice before using 
this tool.

&
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GETTING STARTED
Create an account
You will need to set up your account and add a profile picture. We recommend you set up your boards at 
this stage, too. 

Board suggestions 
• Running inspiration
• Runners recipes
• Running gear (think sponsors!)
• City where your race(s) take place

Types of content to try on Pintrest:
• Find images and start curating your boards. You can search the web for your topics and you can 

search Pinterest and re-pin images to your board.
• Recipes for runners
• Favorite workout clothes
• Proper stretching techniques
• Things to do in town when people are at your event
• Videos on your YouTube channel
• Create a board to show off customer achievements

1

2

LinkedIn is for creating your professional network. This is where you should be 
growing contacts and  joining groups that can help you with your business goals. 
LinkedIn is not the place for pictures of pets or children. You will not be trying to 
increase race sign ups here. It just isn’t the audience.

LINKEDIN
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PRO: LinkedIn is the social 
network for business. Growing 
your professional network is where 
LinkedIn excels. By linking to your 
peers, you can more easily stay 
on top of industry trends, find out 
what is working for them, ask 
advice, and learn from trusted 
resources. Researching potential 
sponsors is easier with access 
to their company profile. Often 
you will find a common link who 
can make an introduction for you, 
making the cold call a thing of the 
past.

CON: Establishing your network 
can be time consuming. Having 
a poorly put together profile is 
more detrimental than not being 
on the network. Don’t go trolling 
around people’s profiles; LinkedIn 
lets members see who viewed 
their profile. However, this alert 
can sometimes be a benefit if you 
want someone to know you are 
interested in making a connection.

Who’s on LinkedIn? In a nutshell, professionals. 

What do people do on LinkedIn? Grow their businesses, 
find jobs, or grow their professional network.

What should I do here? Find, research, and connect 
with sponsors, find volunteers, tap into the community of 
event organizers for feedback and advice. Demonstrate your 
professionalism through your personal profile to inspire trust 
in prospective sponsors.

Resources: 
http://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/23454/The-Ultimate-Cheat-Sheet-for-Mastering-
LinkedIn.aspx
https://smallbusiness.linkedin.com/
http://blog.linkedin.com/topic/linkedin-for-small-business/

Create an account
A name and email address will get you going here. 

Make your profile pop
To set up your LinkedIn account, you will want to 
provide:

• Profile picture
• Background image
• Lots of professional information

• Current and past employment
• Information about your event(s) and/or 

company
• Degrees
• Awards
• Schools attended

• Skills
• Professional summary

• Tips on creating your profile
• Create a catchy headline
• Add your industry 
• Include keywords in your summary
• Be precise and use details
• Reorder skills with the most important 

ones on top

Make connections and grow your
network
Don’t be spammy. Asking for unsolicited
connections is akin to walking up to someone at 
a networking event and thrusting your card into 
their hands. Find the people you have worked 
with or met in real life and start there. Letting 
LinkedIn access your contacts is an easy way to 

GETTING STARTED
1

3

2
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get started. Join professional groups (like Race 
Directors & Event Organizers or Race Directors) 
to join the conversations about industry trends 
or to solicit feedback/advice. Just avoid self-
promotion.

Set up a Page for your event(s)
This is an additional step but will help make your 
event more
professional. A company page can also be a good 
resource for
volunteers, employees, and sponsors. Creating 
one will allow you and your staff to link your pro-
file to the page and pull in valuable information 
and graphics.

Types of content to try on LinkedIn:
• Race stats
• Press releases
• Volunteer pleas
• Feedback on group discussions
• Recommendations

Continuing Ed.
Topics covered in Race Directors Guide to Social 
Media 2.0 

• Optimizing your profile
• Using LinkedIn Premium
• Using your Page

4

CONTINUING Ed.

GOOGLE
Google+ is a tough one to decide if you need to be on it or not. What 
makes it different from Facebook? Is anyone actually using it? Can 

I get a +1? “A common misconception is that Google+ is a ghost town. In 
reality, Google+ is home to vibrant, active communities that foster deep 
engagement. The trick is learning how to find and take advantage of these 
communities to build long-lasting relationships with your core audiences.” 
-SocialMediaExaminer.com

Who’s on Google+?
The numbers are a bit of a mystery, ranging from 29 million users to 300 million, depending 
on who you ask. Individuals use it to have a more fluid experience across all of their Google 
accounts and the Google network itself. Brands use it to connect with advocates and to help 
with search results placement.

What do people do on Google+?
People gather on Google+ to have conversations about things that interest them.

What should I do here?
Feel free to start by sharing similar content here that you would on Facebook so you don’t get 
overwhelmed. Use pictures whenever possible and be sure to respond if people comment on 
your posts. Use Google+ as a forum to start an online conversation with multiple people to get 
valuable feedback, direct from your target audience. They will appreciate you asking and you’ll 
gain exposure for your event.

Resources:
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/google-plus-business-page-follower-count/
http://www.scottbuehler.com/social-media/beginners-guide-google-plus/
https://plus.google.com/+GoogleBusiness/posts
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GOOGLE+ vs FACEBOOK

On the surface, the networks seem really similar. You can 
post updates, share photos, videos, etc. But if you see how 
people are using it, it’s different -- and, yes, people are 
using it (300 million monthly active users, according to USA 
Today). People are not reconnecting with old school chums. 
They are sharing ideas and hobbies with others that have 
similar interests. The content is less about a person’s family, 
their cat, or vacations, but rather skews more toward ideas 
and discovery. 

You will need to learn some new vocabulary to use Google+. 
For instance you don’t “Like” stuff, you “+1” things. You 
don’t have “groups,” you have “communities.” And finally, 
you don’t send friend requests, you add people to your 
circles.

PRO: Being on Google+ integrates with some powerful online tools 
like Hangouts, Gmail, and Youtube. Google+ has Circles, which are 
like categories. Categories allow you to segment your content. Here’s 
a nice short video that explains them better. Google+ is all about 
the SEO. The “About” section of your page allows you to add links, 
not just to your website, but to all your social channels, blogs, etc. 
Embedding these links directly into your page will provide Google 
with information that helps determine how relevant your race/page 
could be to a user searching for you on Google. The more +1’s, the 
more likely your content is to show up in search results. 

CON: The platform is complicated. It has a lot of layers, and for this reason, many people have not 
embraced it. While Google touts high stats for active users, some have argued that its stats are muddled 
with user data on the associated platforms like Hangouts and Gmail. No contest or promotion support on 
Google+ makes it hard to encourage engagement. 

&

Create an account
First you must already have a Google account, so 
start there. Once you have that, go to plus.google.
com and create an account. Set up your personal 
profile and then use the pop out menu on the left 
side to navigate to “Pages.” This is where you can 
create your event page. Setting up the page correctly 
is important for SEO. Your tagline acts as your meta 
description in search results. Make sure you add the 
keywords that your target audience will be using 
when they search.

Brand your Page
Again you will need a profile pic and a background. 
Use this guide to help with dimensions.

Grow your following and get involved
• Start adding people and brands to your circles 

– if you have multiple events in different 
locations, create circles for the individual events

• +1 interesting posts
• Share interesting posts
• Post shareable content – think conversation-

starters, inspirational posts, feel-good stories
• Add a G+ icon with a link to your profile to your 

website
• Join Communities and Hangouts related to 

topics your target market is interested in and 
get in the conversation
• “Circle” people in those communities that 

you want to hear more from, then engage 
with them when they post (who knows, 
maybe they’ll circle you back)

• Create your own Hangout or Community to start 
the conversation with local athletes around 
their likes and dislikes on race day, course 
feedback, finish line food, whatever!

• Update your profile -- make sure you use words 
your target market would search with to find 
you (e.g. the name of the town the event is in, 
distance, and month/date of the event)

GETTING STARTED
1

2

3

Types of content to try on Google+:
• Photos
• Videos
• Infographics
• Hashtags to get found
• The + feature to get people’s attention
• Staff posts
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If it’s not crystal clear yet, there’s a lot 
of social media opportunities out there 
that can quickly get overwhelming and 

time-consuming. As we mentioned 
earlier, don’t feel like you need to do it 
all.  In fact, that’s probably not going to 

be worth your time. Pick one or two things to start with 
and test away. There are tracking tools a-plenty on 

all the channels. Start small, test, track, repeat what’s 
working, then maybe even add some extra dollars to a 
channel or two for some additional paid exposure on 

posts you know have worked for you in the past.
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HERE’S A SUGGESTED PLAN OF ATTACK TO START TODAY

FACEBOOK & TWITTER
CREATE FACEBOOK AND TWITTER PAGES FOR 
YOUR EVENT IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY.

Be sure the title of your page is descriptive enough that 
it will capture your target audience if they are searching 
on Facebook or Twitter (e.g. If you’re race is called “The 
Rad Runner’s 5K” and it’s in Boston, be sure to include 
“Boston” in your title so you capture people looking for a 
5K in Boston but they can’t remember the name of your 
event).  There’s more opportunity on Twitter to add more 
searchable content in your description as well.

START POSTING!

See if you can post something one to two times a week 
to start. Focus more on what athletes would want to 
hear about and less on promoting registration. The 
“general rule” varies widely depending on who you ask 

but the 80/20 rule seems to work: For every 8 posts that 
are inspirational/helpful/funny, you can post 2 promoting 
registration for your race. Use hashtags to get found 
easier.

FOLLOW OTHER RACES.

See what types of content works for them to get some 
inspiration.

FOLLOW INFLUENTIAL AND/OR LOCAL ATHLETES.

See what they post about and what gets them excited.

FOLLOW BLOGS THAT REVIEW RACES

Bloggers are posting about their experiences at your event 
and sharing their thoughts with the running community. 
Wanna know what’s working and what isn’t. They will tell 
you.



GET A HOOTSUITE 
ACCOUNT

We haven’t talked about 
this before, but this is a free 
online tool that will allow 
you to post to both Facebook 
and Twitter from one place. 
You can track how your posts 
are doing here, see new 
followers, and even track 
hashtags and keyword use 
across networks. You can 
even go in once a week and 
schedule your posts for the 
week in advance.

CREATE A REALLY SIMPLE 
EDITORIAL CALENDAR
While an editorial calendar might sound 
scary, it can actually be quite simple 
and easy to create. Get a few people 
together first and brainstorm the types 
of things you could share. What are 
participants thinking about at different 
times of the year based on your event 
date? Training? Recovery? Relaxing? 
Registering? Get the ideas flowing. 
 
Then think about things directly related 
to your race planning and getting 
people registered.  When do you have 
price breaks?  Have you picked a 
medal? T-shirt design? Sponsors?  
When do you finalize your course?

Then think about your local area. What 
can people do before or after the race? 
Are there tourist attractions? Great 
coffee shops and restaurants you could 
suggest?

How about national holidays?  They 
don’t even have to relate to your race. 
If they’re relevant or funny, people will 
like/comment/share. Try this calendar 
to get your creative juices flowing.

Once you get all your ideas down, 
either use an existing calendar or 
create something simple in Excel and 
drop all the different topics into each 
week of the year.  Once a week, look at 
your calendar, hop into Hootsuite and 
schedule your posts.

STAY IN THE CONVERSATION
As people engage with your pages and 
content, don’t leave them hanging.  
Thank them for the follow, follow 
them back, engage with their content, 
and respond to comments on your 
posts. Don’t feel like you have to do it 
immediately, but don’t forget to do it.

As you get more comfortable managing 
your content, starting playing with 
other networks to see who you can find 
out there. People are everywhere and, 
unfortunately, they aren’t all using one 
network.  So cast your net and your 
race following will surely grow over 
time.  Just be patient. It doesn’t happen 
overnight.
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ABOUT CHRONOTRACK

ChronoTrack is a one-stop race management 
shop for timers and race organizers alike.  Our 
hardware and software solutions, paired with our 
certified network of partners, provide the most 
comprehensive set of registration, timing, race 
management and live race services available 
in the market. Our technology and partners are 
trusted by 25 of the top 30 largest races in the U.S.  

More information is available here:
ChronoTrack.com

ABOUT BIG RUN MEDIA

Big Run Media is a full service social media 
marketing agency with one simple mission: 
Connect active brands with their fans. Through 
strategic social marketing Big Run strengthens 
relationships, builds influence, and drives fans 
to take action. Big Run Media works with clients 
that support active lifestyles and have a positive 
impact on the community they serve.

For more information visit:
BigRunMedia.com
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ChronoTrack on Facebook & Twitter Big Run Media on Facebook & Twitter

http://www.chronotrack.com
http://www.BigRunMedia.com
https://www.facebook.com/ChronoTrack
https://twitter.com/chronotrack
https://www.facebook.com/Bigrunmedia
https://twitter.com/bigrunmedia


Tough Mudder
Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series
The Color Run
New York Road Runners

Posts discounts
Shares success stories of participants
Engages people in Tweets - asks for retweets
Re-tweets relevant content
Uses hashtags and @ mentions

WHO IS DOING IT WELL
Bank of America Chicago Marathon
Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series
Spartan
The Color Run

Spartan
Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series
New York Road Runners

Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series
Ironman

Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series
Dirty Girl Mud Run

Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon Series
The Color Run

Posts regularly
Asks engaging questions
Lots of photos
Likes, shares, and comments on all posts

Holds contests
Uses hashtags
Engages participants
Posts videos

Multiple playlists to keep all of their videos organized 
Behind the scenes videos
Course driving tours - time-lapsed videos
Sponsor videos
They use their channels to promote subscriptions to sponsors’ 
YouTube channels
Good use of share icons on individual videos

Multiple boards relevant to their audience covering everything 
from inspiration, to costumes, to recipes, Click to purchase 
from gear board
Uses hashtags
Link to their website to register for races
Re-pin other peoples’ pins

Share unique pictures of gear and medals
Consistent treatment of imagery
Use of hashtags
Inspirational posts relevant to target market
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